The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) shot a young Palestinian man with a rubber-coated steel bullet, in the village of An Nabi Saleh northwest of Ramallah city during clashes in the village and later detained him. (WAFA 6 June 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) killed a young Palestinian man, after shooting him with three live rounds from a very close range and...
prevented Palestinian medics from approaching him. The Palestinian identified as Ezzeddin Abdul-Hafith Tamimi, 21, was shot by soldiers, who were less than two meters away from him, and logged three live rounds in his neck. Many Palestinians tried to provide aid to the seriously wounded man, but the soldiers assaulted them, and threatened to shoot them. The IOA also shot another Palestinian with a live round and caused many others to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation, during protests that took place after the soldiers killed Tamimi. The Palestinian worked as a car mechanic, and was chased and wanted by the army for 18 months. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Beit Rima town, northwest of Ramallah, shot a young man with a rubber-coated steel bullet in his leg, and detained Adli Farah Rimawi, from his home. The IOA searched and ransacked many homes in the town, causing excessive damage, and closed many roads in its neighborhoods, in addition to sealing roads leading to surrounding villages and towns. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

Israeli Arrests

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a member of the City Council in Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank, after storming her home and ransacking it. The City Council member, Suzan Abdul-Karim al-‘Oweiwi, 39, has a Master’s Degree in Institution Building and Development from the Al-Quds University, and is a social activist and a volunteer in advocating the right of Palestinian detainees, held by Israel, in addition to the cause of the refugees and the Right or Return. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Beit Ummar town, north of the southern West Bank city of Hebron, stormed and searched homes in Beit Ummar, before detaining former political prisoner, Saed Emad Sleibi, 22, and Mohsin Mohammad Za’aqeeq, 17. The IOA fired rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs and concussion grenades at Palestinian protesters, causing many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)
• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded homes of Palestinians from Sabarna family, and confiscated their work and entry permits into occupied Jerusalem, because they are related to Rami Sabarna, 36, the Palestinian worker who was killed by Israeli army fire in Hebron, on June 2nd. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded many homes of former political prisoners, in Hebron city, and violently searched them. The invaded homes belong to Fawzi Khatib, Anas Zghayyar, Raed Ashour, Hashim Abu Turki, Abdullah Joneidi and Hazem Joneidi. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• In occupied Jerusalem, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Shu’fat refugee camp, in the center of the city, searched homes and detained Monther Najjar. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Rash Khamis area, near Shu’fat refugee camp, and abducted Mohammad Khaled Sheikha, in addition to a child, identified as Mohammad Obeido, from Ras Shehada area. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• In Jerusalem, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained two young men while leaving the Al-Aqsa Mosque, and took them to an interrogation facility. The two were detained near Bab al-Asbat (The Gate of the Tribes). (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Beit Rima town, northwest of the central West Bank city of Ramallah, and surrounded the home of Farah Rimawi, before storming the property, and detained his son, Adli, 27, who is a former political prisoner. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• Several army jeeps also invaded the al-Biereh city, before dozens of Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) surrounded and stormed many neighborhoods, especially Sateh Marhaba. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Qalqilia city, in northern West Bank, searched many homes and detained Ahmad Samir Abu Thiab, 19, and Ra’fat Doweiri, 22. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)
• In Tulkarem, in northern West Bank, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Nur Shams refugee camp, and Bal’a town, east of the city, and detained Hamza Fathi Qar’awi, and Tha’er Rida Mer’ey. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• In Jenin, in northern West Bank, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Kafr Dan village, west of the city, searched homes and summoned Ahmad Adnan Mer’ey for interrogation. During the invasion, the soldiers also interrogated many Palestinians in their homes, and fired gas bombs and concussion grenades, before withdrawing. (IMEMC 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Al Am’arai camp in Ramallah Governorate and detained Dia’, Baha’ and Ala’ Jaber after raiding their family house in the camp. (WAFA 6 June 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained four Jerusalemite youths while being near New Gate- one of the Old City’s gates. The IOA detained Baha’ Ibrahim Dabagh, 13, Zein Al-Din Obeid, 14, Ismaeel Ma’moon Abu Rammouz, 14, and Hamdi Majdi Jaber, 14, and transferred them for interrogation at Salah Al-Din Street police station. (SILWANIC 6 June 2018)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

• Israeli settlers, escorted by Israeli Occupation Police, renewed their incursions to Al Aqsa mosque in occupied East Jerusalem through Bab Al Magharbeh (Al Mughrabi Gate). (WAFA 6 June 2018)